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Abstract—We present a new algorithm for single camera 3D
reconstruction, or 3D input for human-computer interfaces,
based on precise tracking of an elongated object, such as
a pen, having a pattern of colored bands. To configure the
system, the user provides no more than one labelled image of a
handmade pointer, measurements of its colored bands, and the
camera’s pinhole projection matrix. Other systems are of much
higher cost and complexity, requiring combinations of multiple
cameras, stereocameras, and pointers with sensors and lights.
Instead of relying on information from multiple devices, we
examine our single view more closely, integrating geometric
and appearance constraints to robustly track the pointer in
the presence of occlusion and distractor objects. By probing
objects of known geometry with the pointer, we demonstrate
acceptable accuracy of 3D localization.
Keywords-object tracking; pattern recognition; 3D pose es-
timation; user input devices
I. INTRODUCTION
While computer interfaces have taken over many of the
functions of tools such as pointers and pen and paper, they
often do not provide the same level of physical intuition.
Fortunately, with digital sensors and computer vision al-
gorithms, we can make computers perceive the physical
manipulation of objects, in order to create computer-enabled
versions of traditional tools. In this work, we study computer
perception of a pen/pointer, and examine its suitability for
3D reconstruction, inspired by the use of slender objects as
carving tools.
Many computer interface devices mimic the pen, such
as styluses for digital tablets, and devices which can be
tracked separately from a screen or writing surface [1]–
[3]. Others have used such devices for 3D reconstruction
of objects by touch. For objects with deep concavities [3]
or transparent or specular surfaces [4], 3D reconstruction
by probing succeeds where conventional 3D reconstruction
techniques fail. Moreover, remote tracking of a probe is more
flexible and cost effective than coordinate measurement
machines, which use mechanical sensors to determine 3D
locations [4].
In parallel to work on high-quality, precise interface
devices, others have developed systems which are more
accessible because of their low cost and simplicity. In
particular, Chen, Healey, and Amant use color and geometric
constraints to track an intuitive 6 DoF input device from
a single camera [5]. Inspired by such low-cost, simple
systems, we developed a pen/pointer device which is an
ordinary pen, or similarly-shaped object, having measured
colored bands (e.g. colored tape) such that its 3D position
can be determined using only a single camera.
Our pointer device presents an interesting object detection
challenge, because of distractor colors in the environment,
the slender profile of the object, blur, and occlusion. As
such, our pointer detection process, which alternates between
applying different appearance and geometric constraints, is
our primary contribution, explained in this article. In the
following sections, we begin with a review of previous work
(Section II), then explain the algorithm used to obtain the
3D position of the pointer (Section III), and evaluate its
performance (Section IV). We conclude with a summary,
and a discussion of the limitations and potential extensions
of our work (Section V).
II. RELATED WORK
A. Devices for pointing and probing
Most past prototype writing or pointing tools involve
complicated hardware setups. For example, in older virtual
reality systems, multiple infrared cameras are used to track
retroreflective markers on handheld pens [6]. Pointer de-
vices often contain sensors. For instance, both the XWand
pointer [1] and the SmartPen [3] are equipped with an
accelerometer, a magnetometer, and a gyroscope. The former
has one infrared LED, whereas the latter has four infrared
LEDs, and both are tracked from two views.
Of greater relevance to our work are devices whose poses
are estimated using only visual tracking, but here, multiple
views are also the norm. For instance, the VisionWand is a
colored rod with differently-colored ends, tracked using two
cameras [2]. More notably, Michel, Zabulis, and Argyros
track a tool, made from a wand attached to a sphere, with
four cameras [4]. The larger number of cameras allows them
to perform space carving for 3D reconstruction with an
accuracy and precision each around 1 mm.
B. Object detection and tracking
As a first step in tracking user interface devices, many
authors use blob detection methods [1], [3], [5], [6]. Back-
ground subtraction is also very effective [5], especially in
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the case of the XWand, which has a flashing infrared LED
that can be detected by comparing consecutive images [1]. In
our work, we avoid background subtraction, so that we can
process single images, or images taken by moving cameras
(e.g. in mobile computing devices).
Once candidate image positions of primitive features of
a device (e.g. LEDs) are detected, the image positions must
be correctly associated with features of the device. Some
authors use simple data association methods, such as picking
the brightest pixel in the image [1], or applying epipolar
constraints from multiple views [6]. Others use RANSAC to
select a homography between feature detections and known
points on the device [5] or directly match length ratios in the
image with measurements of the device [3]. Michel, Zabulis,
and Argyros use particle swarm optimization to keep track
of multiple hypotheses over time and avoid prematurely
rejecting candidate positions [4].
Looking at object detection in a broader context, we
examined solutions for the bin picking problem, in which
a robot must select objects from collections, such as within
an assembly line. Piccinini, Prati, and Cucchiara developed a
reliable method for locating objects using local image feature
detection and matching [7], but it is not well-suited for
objects with featureless surfaces, and assumes a Euclidean
transformation between calibration views of objects and the
observed images.
Considering the features of our pointers which could be
most reliably extracted from images, we surveyed methods
for detecting lines, and colors. Approaches for extracting
lines, such as the Hough transform [8], or more recent
variations and alternatives [9], [10] could be used to obtain
the midline of a pointer’s image, which unfortunately is not
the projection of its 3D centerline. Extracted contours, in
constrast, can be used to estimate 3D poses, even from a
single view, for solids of revolution [11], [12]. Unfortunately,
these methods would be unstable for our application, as
our pointers may be so thin that they are one-dimensional
structures in images.
Color detection methods can extract regions of arbitrary
shape, not only lines, and can recognize textureless objects
that may be missed by local feature detectors. Works on
color detection considered color spaces which could make
object recognition invariant to changes in lighting and sur-
face orientation [13], [14], and introduced techniques for
mitigating noise, such as by matching variable kernel density
estimators instead of histograms [15].
We closely follow the work of Gevers, Smeulders, and
Stokman [13]–[15], choosing to detect colors using hue
variable kernel density estimators. Hue remains constant
across a wide variety of viewing and illumination conditions,
but its high stability reduces its capacity for discriminat-
ing between colors. Consequently, other authors use two
color dimensions for object detection: the two chrominance
channels from the YUV color space [16], or both hue and
saturation [5]. These authors also update their color detection
models over time, perhaps to compensate for the lower
stability of two color dimensions compared to hue alone.
Our solution is to use “one and a half” color dimensions for
detection, and to rely on geometric constraints to overcome
shortcomings in color discrimination, as described in Section
III-C.
III. ALGORITHM
Our system obtains 3D positions after three steps: User-
assisted color and geometrical calibration for the pointer
device (Section III-B), automatic detection of the pointer
in images from the camera (Section III-C), and automatic
localization of the pointer in 3D space (Section III-D).
The automated steps are summarized in Fig. 1. The entire
procedure, including building the pointer device, can be
completed in under an hour.
A. Pointer design
In contrast with most 3D input methods, which require
specific physical markers or hardware, our system adapts to
the pointing device that the user wishes to use. We therefore
make it easy for the user to switch to a different pointer that
can perform better on the task at hand.
We require the pointer to be a cylindrically-symmetric
object (not necessarily with straight sides), having a pattern
of bands along its length. Each band need not be monochro-
matic, but should have colors separated in the hue color
dimension from the colors of adjacent bands. In practice,
patterns consisting of no more than two or three hues work
well, as larger numbers of hues worsen color discrimination.
Non-adjacent bands can have the same colors, and the
configuration of bands is arbitrary, so long as the pattern is
geometrically or colorimetrically distinct from its reversal,
to disambiguate orientation. Ideally, the pointer should have
many bands, as long as each is large enough to be reliably
detected at the typical viewing distance, despite blur and
noise, and there is a large variance in the lengths of the
bands. Under these two conditions, the system will correctly
identify the indices of visible bands in the pattern, even if
most of the pattern is occluded.
In our experiments, we created pointers by wrapping
colored tape around bamboo skewers (Fig. 2), pens, and
a knife sharpening steel. Although 2D markers, such as
ARToolkit markers [17], may allow for more accurate and
unambiguous 3D positioning than a 1D color pattern, they
may be more difficult for the user to fix in a precise location
on the pointer, and would make the device less ergonomic.
B. Calibration
For calibration, the user must provide three things: First,
an annotated image of the pointer, from which the system
constructs one hue variable kernel density estimator for each
distinguishable band appearance in the pattern of colored
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Figure 1. An process diagram illustrating the stages in pointer detection
(Section III-C) and pose estimation (Section III-D). The meaning of step
(v) is as follows: After the initial colored region detection steps (i) to (iv),
bounding boxes are created around the regions (step (v)), and steps (i) to
(iv) are repeated within the bounding boxes.
Figure 2. This bamboo skewer pointer was reliably detected at camera
space z-coordinates (i.e. depths) from 40 cm (bottom) to 61 cm (top), and
at angles from approximately 0◦ (bottom) to approximately 71◦ (top) to
the image plane. The depth of 61 cm was the maximum tested, because of
constraints from the size of the chequerboard used to measure true positions.
Note the large blur in the images, which did not impede pointer detection.
bands, using the method of Gevers and Stokman [15].
Second, the distance from the tip of the pointer, and the
pointer’s diameter, at each of the edges between colored
bands. Third, lens distortion parameters and the camera
projection matrix, such as using well-known algorithms [18],
[19].
C. Pointer detection
Pointer detection provides information about the pointer’s
image location for accurate determination of the pointer’s
position in 3D space. Therefore, the detection process must
be invariant to perspective distortion, and must search for
features of the pointer that are well-localized. To satisfy
these requirements, we detect the points along the image
contour of the pointer that are at junctions between colored
bands. We do not search for the tip of the pointer, as it may
be occluded, and because it is only adjacent to at most one
detectable colored band. Points between colored bands are
more precisely detected than the pointer’s tip because their
positions are constrained by two color detections. We also
do not attempt to recover the orientation of the pointer by
finding its midline in the image, as the midline is not the
image of the pointer’s axis of 3D symmetry.
We start, in step (i) in Fig. 1, with hue-based color
detection, although hue is ill-defined for unsaturated col-
ors [15]. To avoid selecting unsaturated distractor colors,
we let the user set two thresholds on the saturation values
in the image, s1 and s2, where s2 < s1. It is difficult to find
an optimal saturation threshold, because saturation depends
on shading and highlights [13], [14]. Chen, Healey, and
Amant’s solution is to set limits on saturation that optimize
color detection in the previous frame [5]. Their system can
tolerate excessively low saturation thresholds, however, as
their interest points are the centres of blobs, not contour
points—Saturation generally decreases near object contours
because of shading.
Instead, we use two passes to detect the colored regions
of the pointer: In the first pass, we use s1 to reduce false
positive detections. In the second pass, we use s2 for more
sensitive detection of the contour of the pointer. The second
pass operates within bounding boxes around the regions
output by the first pass. We create oriented bounding boxes
by expanding bounding ellipses for each region by 1.1 times
along their major axes, and 1.5 times along their minor axes.
Note that we chose the parameter values given throughout
this section experimentally, by observing the spatial extent
of noise. We found that the given values were suitable for
several different pointers and cameras, so the system is
relatively stable in the neighborhoods of these values.
Given the hue variable density estimators representing
the color classes of the pointer and the image background,
fi(θ), where i indexes the color classes, and θ represents
an image pixel’s hue value, we assign a pixel to the k-th
class, where k = argmaxi fi(θ). We represent the image
background with a uniform hue distribution. We do not
estimate a hue distribution for the image background, in
contrast to Chuang et al., who use the image background
to create ratio distributions [20]. In our experience, there is
no advantage to modeling the distribution of colors in the
image background: If distractor colors are different from the
colors of the pointer, they would be rejected regardless, and
if they are similar to the colors of the pointer, a model of
the background prevents the colors of the pointer from being
detected.
Distractor colors are better handled using geometric con-
straints: First, we perform morphological erosion, using a
disk structuring element with a radius of r1 and r2 < r1
on the first and second passes, respectively, to reject very
small detected regions. (r1 and r2 are small fractions of the
image size, such as 5 and 2 pixels, respectively.) Second, of
the remaining regions, we select only those whose borders
come within a distance of wi = 2ri + 4, i ∈ {1, 2} pixels
of the borders of regions detected for adjacent colors in the
known pattern on the pointer.
The final geometric constraint is to use RANSAC (as
presented in [21]) to fit a line to the centroids of all detected
regions (step (iv) in Fig.1). During RANSAC iteration, we
select the line supported by the largest number of inlier
regions, where an inlier region is a region which crosses the
line. After RANSAC iteration, we output all regions whose
centroids are within 3 standard deviations of distance from
the line, since we observed that the requirement of crossing
the line is too restrictive.
With a set of regions corresponding to the colors of
the pointer, we can locate the points along the pointer’s
contour. To begin, we detect edges between colored bands
by creating a binary image Ib1, where pixels are 1 if they
are within e = 2r2 + 1 pixels from regions detected for
both of the colors in any of the pairs of colors which are
adjacent on the pointer. Next, we calculate φ, the angle of
the second principal component vector of the 1-valued pixels
with respect to the image x-axis, and filter the image with
a filter kernel defined by:
H (x, y) =
1
2piσdσa
exp
(
−x
2 + y2
2σ2d
−
(
tan−1
(
y
x
)− φ)2
2σ2a
)
. (1)
We set σd = e pixels and σa = pi12 . Convolution with
H emphasizes edges perpendicular to axis of the pointer,
and reconnects edges which were separated by unsaturated
regions in the image (e.g. highlights). We binarize the filtered
image using a threshold of 0.3 to obtain a binary image Ib2.
The image Ib3 = Ib1 ∧ Ib2 is the output represented in step
(vi) of Fig. 1.
We fit a line, L1, to the 1-valued pixels in Ib3. We then
select, for each connected component in Ib2, if such a pair
of pixels exists, the two pixels maximally separated in the
direction perpendicular to L1 that are also 1-valued in Ib3,
and that are on opposite sides of L1 (step (vii) of Fig. 1). We
reject pairs of such pixels where the two pixels are separated
by a distance less than e. We then look at the coordinates
of the pixels in the dimension parallel to L1, and reject
pairs of pixels that are not mutual nearest neighbors in this
dimension, or that are separated by more than 5 standard
deviations from the mean separation over all pairs.
Finally, we label the pairs of contour points with the colors
of the regions on either side (step (ix) of Fig. 1). To do
so, we clip the detected colored regions to quadrilateral
regions bounded by line segments through the detected
contour points. The color label on a given side of a pair
of contour points is the label of the (clipped) colored region
having the closest centroid, in the dimension along L2, to
the average coordinate of the two points. L2 is a line fit to
the pairs of contour points, and we exclude colored regions
which do not cross L2. Consequently, some color labels may
be undefined, which represents the image background. An
undefined color label does not match with any color during
our data association procedure described below.
D. 3D pose estimation
1) Data association: Each detected edge between colored
bands is described by color labels on either side. Matching
only using color labels, a detected edge may be identified
with many edges on the pointer, as in the case of the
color pattern shown in Fig. 2. We compensate for non-
discriminative color labels by aligning the measured and
detected color labels using dynamic programming, thus
relying on ordering constraints from the 1D geometry of the
pointer. We then use RANSAC [21] to find one or more data
association hypotheses, selected from the optimal dynamic
programming alignment(s), having the highest number of
inlier edges. Each RANSAC hypothesis is a triplet of
pairings of detected to known edges, which defines a 1D
projective homography between coordinates along the line
L2 and measurements of the pointer’s colored bands. The
number of inlier edges for a hypothesis is the number of
detected coordinates on L2 which, when transformed by the
1D homography, have a (reciprocal) nearest neighbor with
consistent color labels. We select, from the set of hypotheses
with the maximal number of inlier edges, the hypothesis
which produces the lowest image reprojection error for the
final 3D pose estimate.
2) Maximum likelihood pose estimation: The pointer’s
pose has five degrees of freedom: The 3D coordinates of
its tip, X0 and the two orientation angles representing the
unit direction vector, dˆ, from its tip to its other end. As
discussed by Zhang, a sequence of collinear points also has
five degrees of freedom [22], so it is possible to find the
pose of an arbitrarily thin pointer.
We estimate the pointer’s pose using the pinhole projec-
tion equation relating an image position on the pointer’s
contour, xij , i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , n), j ∈ {−1, 1} (j distinguishes
between the two endpoints of each detected edge between
colored bands), with a 3D point, Xij :
xij = λijPXij , (2)
where P is the camera matrix, and λij is a homogenous
scaling factor [21]. Xi = X0+ bidˆ+ jwiuˆ, where bi is the
distance along the axis of the pointer from X0 to the i-th
edge. wi is the radius of the pointer at the i-th edge, and uˆ
is a unit vector normal to the plane containing the camera
center and the axis of the pointer.
Given the detected contour points, xestij , we use the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to minimize the reprojec-
tion error,
∑
i,j‖xestij − xij‖2. Assuming Gaussian noise
in the detected image positions, the result is a maximum
likelihood estimate of the pointer’s pose. At least three point
correspondences (2) are required, because each provides two
independent constraints [21]. If the pointer is thin, the image
points should correspond to at least three different edges
between the colored bands of the pointer, for stability.
We initialize the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm by solv-
ing for the camera-space depths, v0 and vn, of approxima-
tions of the points X0, and Xn = X0 + bndˆ, respectively.
First, we use the 1D homography from the data association
hypothesis to find approximate image projections of X0, and
Xn along the line L2. Then we solve a linear system derived
from the approximations xesti ≈ λiPXi, where xesti is the
average of the projections of xestij onto L2. The unknowns
are v0, vn, and the λi, such that the solution only determines
the ratio of v0 and vn. We correct the scale ambiguity using
the known distance between X0, and Xn, and correct the
sign ambiguity by constraining X0, and Xn to be in front
of the camera. Our initialization of the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm is stable even if the detected contour points are
collinear.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Implementation
To facilitate rapid prototyping, we implemented our algo-
rithm in MATLAB, and made use of many built-in image
processing functions. Aside from the runtime overhead of
MATLAB relative to other programming environments, our
implementation runs slowly because the built-in functions
process irrelevant regions of the image. Furthermore, we
have not explicitly parallelized our code, nor have we
leveraged GPU processing, so there is considerable room for
improvement before considering simpler, though less precise
and robust versions of our algorithm.
Regardless, our implementation can process live video,
at a low framerate, because it does not rely on consistency
between frames. On a computer with an Intel Core i7 3.6
GHz CPU, it processes images from a webcam, having a
resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, at 2-5 FPS, and from a
Point Grey BlackFly Flea3 camera, having a resolution of
2448×2048 pixels, at around 0.5 FPS. We used the BlackFly
camera to collect the results described below.
B. Performance characterization
We placed a pointer created from a bamboo skewer
(length 251 mm), and red and green colored tape, at various
locations on a chequerboard, and at angles ranging from par-
allel to the image plane to perpendicular to the image plane.
We did not use the chequerboard for estimating the pose of
the camera, nor does our system require it for estimating
the pose of the pointer. Instead, the chequerboard provided
hand-measured ground truth positions and orientations of the
pointer. For each of the pointer’s poses on the chequerboard,
we captured 30 frames using a Point Grey BlackFly Flea3
camera. Portions of representative images are provided in
Fig. 2. We registered the resulting set of 3D pose estimates
to the true poses by anchoring the two together at the most
reliably detected points, as described in Fig. 3a.
The root-mean-squared distances between the true and
estimated 3D positions of the pointer’s tip are affected
primarily by the angle of the pointer to the image plane, as
shown in Fig. 3b. The error in pose estimation also increases
with the depth of the pointer in the camera’s frame of
reference, although partly because the detected 3D positions
were aligned with the ideal 3D positions at the closest depth,
as described in Fig. 3a. Part of the effect of depth on the
RMS error may result from error in the camera’s intrinsic
matrix, which could explain why the grid shown in Fig. 3a
is skewed.
The depth of the pointer’s tip is estimated with higher
uncertainty than any other dimensions of its position. We
computed the principal component directions of the detected
points for each chequerboard position and pointer orientation
angle, and observed that the first principal component was
always aligned with the z-axis of the camera’s coordinate
space.
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Figure 3. Evaluation of 3D localization by using a chequerboard as a reference object: (Left) Detected vs. true 3D positions (in the camera’s frame of
reference) of the pointer’s tip, when the pointer was placed at various positions on a chequerboard, and aligned approximately parallel with the image
plane (as in the lower half of Fig. 2). The detected and true points are registered as follows: First, the true points were rotated parallel to the plane fit to
the detected points using principal components analysis. Second, the true points were translated such that the bottom rightmost points in the figure (with
the minimum x and minimum z-coordinates) correspond. Third, the true points were rotated in the plane such that the vectors from the bottom rightmost
to the bottom leftmost points align. (Right) Root-mean-squared distances between the detected and true points, for the line of points on the left side of
Fig. 3a. The datapoint for the most extreme viewing angle and greatest depth is missing because pointer detection failed under these conditions.
Intuitively, as the imaging conditions approach affine
projection, the pointer’s image provides a much weaker
constraint on the pointer’s depth, because affine imaging is
invariant to object depth. Depth also affects accuracy through
the limited resolution of the camera, since depth magnifies
the spatial error that results from pixel quantization of the
detected point positions. We would ideally perform further
experiments to disentangle the effects of camera field of view
angle, pointer depth, and the viewing angle subtended by the
pointer. In the current experiment, the camera’s field of view
angle was fixed, whereas the pointer’s depth and the viewing
angle subtended by the pointer were varied simultaneously.
The image projections of the second and third principal
components of the detected points were relatively more
perpendicular and more parallel, respectively, to the image
projection of the estimated orientation vector (from tip to
tail) of the pointer. We observed that this relationship was
true regardless of the angle of the pointer with respect
to the image plane. We conclude that our detection of
multiple edges between colored bands allows for accurate
localization of the pointer in the dimension parallel to its
axis of cylindrical symmetry. In comparison, our localization
of the pointer in the dimension perpendicular to its axis
of symmetry is slightly less reliable, most likely because
the widths of the detected colored regions are affected by
highlights and shadows at the contour of the pointer. Note
that our detector is robust to defocus, as illustrated by the
visible defocus in Fig. 2.
C. Single view 3D reconstruction
In Fig. 4, we show the experimental setup for 3D recon-
struction of the bottom of a container used to hold paper
clips. The container is made of dark, textureless, reflective
plastic, so its interior would be difficult to reconstruct using
vision alone, even without occlusion by the container’s
walls. In this setting, our system is challenged, by occlusion
of the first two edges between colored bands by the container
walls, and by the hand, which has a similar hue to the
red bands of the pointer, and which effectively hides an
additional two edges (as seen in Fig. 4).
With patterns of colored bands containing repeated colors,
sometimes the system will not associate detected points with
the correct colored bands of the pointer. In this experiment,
we added a single band of blue tape to improve data asso-
ciation, producing a sequence of 10 edges between colored
bands along the length of the pointer, 6-8 of which were
usually visible to the camera. Otherwise, we used the same
pointer as in section IV-B (where it had only red and green
bands). Still, there were occasional data association failures,
particularly when there were false positive edge detections
(excess, spurious detections). When data association fails,
the estimated position of the pointer’s tip is often grossly
misestimated. Conseqeuntly, such points may not seriously
affect the reconstruction, if the point cloud is filtered to
remove outliers.
A point cloud collected by tracing the bottom of the
paper clip container is shown in Fig. 5. The bottom of
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Tip
Figure 4. Use of a pointer for 3D reconstruction of the bottom of a
container, as seen by the Point Grey BlackFly Flea3 camera that collected
the input images. The inset (outlined in red) is provided to give a better
idea of the container’s shape. The chequerboard is present only to give a
neutral background that can be reliably distinguished from the colors of
the pointer.
the container is a square of side length 37 mm, at a
distance of approximately 48 cm from the camera’s center
of projection. Extremely poorly estimated points, located
outside the region shown in Fig. 5, represent 7.1% of the
data. 90% of all points are within an error (in 3D space) of
21.2 mm, whereas 50% are within an error of 3.4 mm. On
one hand, the accuracy of the reconstruction is lower than
what can be achieved with more complicated and expensive
apparatuses (e.g. [3], [4]). On the other hand, the accuracy of
our system could be improved by using a higher-resolution
camera and a longer pointer with more distinctive colors,
whereas the accuracy of most other probing techniques could
not be improved without time-consuming modifications to
their devices or algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new 3D pointing and probing system that
can be set up quickly and without special-purpose materials
and devices. Our system is extremely low cost, yet it is
also flexible, as the user can design their own pointing
devices. We do not sacrifice simplicity for flexibility—The
user need only provide a single image and measurements
of the pointer’s color band pattern to calibrate our detector.
Moreover, pointer design is intuitive, because we use the
hue and saturation color dimensions for pointer color detec-
tion. Consequently, we enable users to easily troubleshoot
challenges in the environment, such as distractor objects.
We show that our system performs well even in the
presence of occlusion and defocus, but that its performance
declines as the angle between the pointer and the image
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Figure 5. Reconstruction (in millimeters) of the bottom of the container
shown in Fig. 4. The reconstructed points have been projected to the 2D
space in which they are best aligned with the true 37 mm square (drawn
in red). Note that an ideal point cloud would be inside the square because
the pointer’s tip has a non-negligible diameter of close to 1 mm.
plane increases. In general, its accuracy would be suitable
for human-computer interaction tasks such as gesture recog-
nition. Our technique also shows promise for single-view
3D reconstruction, in particular for challenging scenarios,
such as probing the interiors of concave objects. We hope to
further characterize how our system behaves across different
pointer design choices and camera parameters (e.g. field of
view size), using motion capture technology to obtain highly
accurate ground truth for evaluation.
There are areas we can explore to improve our system.
Most notably, we could rely on temporal consistency be-
tween frames to filter out noise in the pointer’s estimated
pose. Given temporally-consistent frames, we could integrate
object tracking algorithms, such as registration-based object
tracking, which could run very quickly [23]. We could also
segment out the user’s hand using methods such as that of
Zhao, Luo and Quan [24], removing a potential distractor ob-
ject, and providing useful information for human-computer
interaction applications.
Another interesting extension pertains to usability: We
could have the user calibrate the camera using their pointer,
as described by Zhang [22]. As such, the user would not
need to construct a separate calibration target. Presently, our
implementation requires camera calibration data as input,
and so is usable by those generally familiar with 3D com-
puter vision. As such, we encourage others in the community
to experiment with our prototype implementation1 and share
in the “do-it-yourself” philosophy that inspired us.
1https://github.com/bllanos/linear-probe
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